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Abstract 
In  this  paper,  the  verification  and  validation  of  Knowledge-Based 
Systems (KBS) using decision tables (DTs) is one of the central issues. It 
is illustrated using real-market data taken  from industrial site selection 
problems. 
One of the  main problems of KBS  is  that often  there remain  a lot of 
anomalies after the knowledge has been elicited. As a consequence, the 
quality of the KBS will degrade. This evaluation consists mainly of two 
parts: verification and validation (V &V). To make a distinction between 
verification  and  validation,  the  following  phrase  is  regularly  used: 
Verification  deals  with  "building  the  system  right",  while  validation 
involves "building the right system ".  In the context of DTs, it has been 
claimed from the early years of DT research onwards that DTs are very 
suited for V  &  V purposes. Therefore, it will be explained how V  &  V of 
the modelled knowledge can be performed. In this respect, use is made 
of stated response modelling designs techniques to select decision rules 
fromaDT. 
Our approach is illustrated using a case-study dealing with the locational 
problem of a (petro)chemical company in a port environment. The KBS 
developed has been named MATISSE,  which is an acronym of Matching 
Algorithm, a Technique for Industrial Site Selection and Evaluation. 1  Introduction 
One  of the  main  problems  of KBS  is  that  there  remain  a  lot  of anomalies  after  the 
knowledge has been elicited. As  a consequence, the quality of the KBS  will degrade. This 
may result in users not wanting to use a KBS, or even worse, users who use the system, but 
who  are  not  aware  that  the  system is  giving  poor advice.  This  situation  may  result  in 
financial loss or human damage. It is clear that this situation is undesirable and therefore a 
KBS  should be evaluated. This evaluation consists mainly of two parts:  verification and 
validation. To make a distinction between verification and validation, the following phrase 
is  regularly used:  verification is building the system right, validation is building the right 
system. These sentences paraphrase an adage used by Drucker (1974): 
"Efficiency is  concerned  with  doing  things  right.  Effectiveness  is  doing  the  right 
thing." 
While verification is  concerned with  building a high-quality  system,  which contains no 
anomalies (such as incompleteness and inconsistency), the aim of validation is much more 
complex. In validation, we want to ascertain that the system which has been built meets the 
requirements of the user. This expression is rather vague, but it gives a good indication that 
validation is not a crisp concept. A system will never completely satisfy the user, nor it will 
completely dissatisfy him. Also the vagueness of the concept indicates that it will be very 
difficult to quantify validity. This is especially valid in the context of KBS, since they are 
typically useful in solving ill-structured problems. As a consequence, it is rather difficult to 
determine  whether  a  system  meets  its  requirements.  Preece  has  tried  to  express  those 
remarks by introducing the term "Pretty Good Validity" (Preece,  1995), meaning we can 
never be sure we  have  the  optimal  system,  but we  will  try  to  make  the  best possible. 
Another conclusion we may draw is that validation subsumes verification. We cannot have 
a valid system if it contains anomalies. 
The power of DTs to deal effectively with V&V issues has been recognized since 
the  origin of DTs.  Either this  V&V  can be performed immediately on  the DTs because 
knowledge  has  been  modelled  using  DTs,  or  the  knowledge  of KBS,  which  has  been 
specified in another formalism, such as  rules, can be transformed into a system of DTs for 
the purpose of V  &V.  Although the starting point is different, the problem which has to be 
resolved remains the same: "how can we V  &  V a system of DTs adequately?" 
2  Decision tables 
A  DT  is  a  tabular  representation  used  to  describe  and  analyze  procedural  decision 
situations, where the state of a number of conditions jointly determines the execution of a 
set of actions. Not just any representation, however, but one in which all distinct situations 
are shown as columns in a table, such that every possible case is included in one and only 
one  column  (completeness  and  exclusivity).  The  tabular  representation  of the  decision 
situation is characterized by the separation between conditions and actions, on one hand, 
and between subjects and conditional expressions (states), on the other. Every table column 
(decision column) indicates which actions should (or should not) be executed for a specific 
combination of condition states. In this definition, the DT concept is deliberately restricted 
to  the  single-hit table,  where  columns  are  mutually  exclusive.  Only  this  type  of table 
allows easy checking for consistency and completeness (Vanthienen and Dries, 1997). 
2 A DT consists of four parts (Codasyl, 1982): 
1.  The  condition  subjects  are  the  criteria  that  are  relevant  to  the  decision-making 
process. They represent the items about which information is needed to take the right 
decision. Condition subjects are found in the upper left part of the table. 
2.  The condition states  are logical expressions determining the relevant sets of values 
for a given condition. Every condition has its set of condition states. Condition states 
are found at the upper right part of the table. 
3.  The  action  subjects  describe the  results  of the  decision-making process.  They  are 
found in the lower left part of the table. 
4.  The action values are the possible values a given action can take. They are found at 
the lower right part of the table. 
A DT is  a function  from  the Cartesian  product of the  condition  states to  the  Cartesian 
product of the  action values,  by which every condition combination is  mapped into  one 
(completeness)  and  only  one  (exclusivity)  action  configuration.  If each  column  only 
contains  simple  states  (no  contractions  or  irrelevant  conditions),  the  table  is  called  an 
expanded DT. An example is given in Figure 1. 
1.  Space  (S)  S<20  20< .. 8<40  S>·~O 
2.  Costs (C)  C<2 I  2<=:C<4 I  C>=4  C<2 I  2<=C<4 I  C>"'4  C<~12<=C<41  C>=4 
1.  Premium 1  - I  - I  x  - I  x  I  x  - I  x  I x 
2.  Premium 2  x  I  x  I x  x  I  - I  x  - I  - I  x 
Figure 1: Example of an expanded DT 
If necessary,  columns  in  an  expanded  DT  can  be  contracted.  Contraction  combines 
columns or groups of columns that only differ in the state value of one condition and that 
have equal action configurations into respectively one column. It is  important to note that 
contraction does not change the knowledge contained in the DT. Only the format in which 
it  is  presented to  the user is  changed.  Contraction is  important in  order to  enhance  the 
effectiveness of the decision-making or to  provide a more compact formulation that can 
serve  as  a  basis  for  discussion  between  the  expert  and  the  knowledge  engineer.  The 
contracted version of the expanded DT of Figure 1 is depicted in Figure 2.  There are only 
five columns in the contracted DT instead of the nine columns in the expanded DT. 
1.  Costs (C)  C<2  2<=C<4  C>=4 
2.  Space  (S)  8<20 or 20<=8<40 I  8>=40  5<20 120<"'S<40 or 8>=40 
1.  Premium 1  - I  - - I  x  x 
2.  Premium 2  x  L - x  I  - x 
Figure 2: Example of a contracted DT 
3  Verification 
Verification looks for potential inconsistencies in KBS. Considerable research in the V  &V 
community has focused on determining a classification for these anomalies (e.g., Ginsberg, 
1988;  Nguyen, Perkins, Laffey and Pecora,  1987;  Suwa,  Scott and  Shortliffe,  1982).  A 
3 classification which is nowadays commonly used in the V &  V community of KBS  can be 
found in Preece and Shinghal (1994). It considers the following anomalies: 
-t 
Unfirable rule  Unsatisfiable condition 
Subsumed rule  - Duplicate rules 
Redundancy 
Unusable consequent 
Ambivalence  - Contradictory rules 
Circularity 
Deficiency -- Unused input 
Figure 3: Preece's and Shinghal's anomaly classification 
In Preece's classification, four anomaly types can be identified: redundancy, ambivalence, 
circularity and deficiency. These general types of anomalies are at the top level of the tree. 
Anomalies which occur at lower levels in the tree, are special cases of anomalies which are 
situated above them in the tree. 
Redundancy occurs in a rule base, if there exists a rule R that for  every possible 
input environment has  no  influence on the  final  result.  Three types  of redundancy may 
occur in  a  rule base,  i.e.  unfirable  rules,  subsumed  rules  and  unusable  consequent.  A 
second anomaly type is ambivalence. Ambivalence occurs in a rule base if there a set of 
rules  which  infer contradictory  knowledge.  A  third  anomaly  type  which  can  occur  is 
circularity. Circularity occurs in a KBS when it contains a set of rules, which can create a 
loop when the rules are fired.  Finally, a KBS  can be deficient. This means that for some 
combinations of input no conclusions can be derived. 
To  detect  the  anomalies,  which  we  just have  described,  many  tools  have  been 
developed.  For an  extensive  survey  see  Murrell  and  Plant  (1997).  Currently,  tools  can 
adopt  two  strategies  to  analyse  a  knowledge  base.  Either they  use  meta-knowledge  to 
check the  system (domain dependent tools)  or they  transform the  knowledge  base in an 
intermediate representation,  such  as  a table  or a graph  (domain independent  tools).  An 
example of a tool  that uses  meta-knowledge is  the  Expert system  Validation  Associate 
(EVA)  system. This system was developed at Lockheed Corporation (Chang,  Combs and 
Stachowitz,  1990).  EVA  is  a set of tools  built around  a theorem prover  and  a database. 
These tools include anomaly checkers and validation tools.  EVA  works  as  a front end to 
several  shells  and  transforms  the  syntax  of those  shells  into  EVA  format.  The  meta-
language  of EVA  allows  the  knowledge  engineer  to  specify  semantic  constraints  (e.g., 
impermissible sets). 
A second category of tools are the domain independent tools. Early approaches in 
V  &  V made use of some form of tables. Examples of these tools include the Rule Checking 
Program (Rcp) (Suwa, Scott and Shortliffe,  1982),  PROLOGA  (Vanthienen,  1986), Expert 
System Checker (Esc) (Cragun and Steudel,  1987), and Puuronen's approach (Puuronen, 
1987). A disadvantage of these tools is that they merely check anomalies between pairs of 
rules, no checks over chains of rules are carried out. Second generation methods make it 
possible to detect anomalies across numerous rules. Examples of these tools are COV ADIS 
(Rousset,  1988), KB-Reducer (Ginsberg,  1988), COVER  (Preece and  Shinghal,  1994)  and 
PROLOGA95 (Vanthienen, Mues and Wets, 1997). 
4 4  Validation 
To decide whether a KBS  is  valid or not is  a difficult task,  mainly because a system is 
never completely valid or invalid. Furthermore, in most cases it is very difficult to quantify 
the validity of a system. In O'Keefe and O'Leary (1993) a framework has been proposed to 
validate KBSs. 
4.1  O'Keefe's and O'Leary's validation framework 
Their framework consists of four  parts, i.e.  criteria for  validation,  criterion vs.  construct 
validity, maintaining objectivity and reliability. 
4.1.1 Criteria for validation 
The  simplest criterion  to  decide  whether  the  performance  of a  KBS  is  sufficient is  to 
compare it with the performance of the expert. However, in most cases this criterion is not 
simply quantified.  Furthermore,  several experts  (different from  those who contributed to 
the  system) have to  be involved,  so  that the  results of the  tests  are  trustworthy.  Another 
criterion,  which  might be  used  to  validate  the  KB,  is  to  specify  a  performance  range. 
Hereby frequently a minimum level of competence is defined (e.g.  the system should be 
95%  correct).  A more formal  way  to  determine a performance range  is  based upon  the 
builder's  user's  risk  technique  Balci  and  Sargent  (1981).  This  technique  uses  the  in 
statistics well-known Type I and Type II errors.  Type I errors occur in this context if a 
system is  rejected as  invalid when  it is  in  fact  valid.  The probability of a type I error is 
called the builder's risk. On the other hand, a type II error occurs when an invalid system is 
accepted as valid. The probability of this event is called the user's risk. 
4.1.2 Criterion vs. construct validity 
The criteria to  determine the validity of the KBS  are  variations of the so called criterion 
validity.  This type of validity compares test scores  with one or more external variables, 
Another type  of validity,  which the  authors  distinguish in  their  framework  is  construct 
validity. This kind of validity checks against the theory on which the system is based. In 
KBS, however, this kind of validity is not widely used, since most of the KBS are build in 
an  empirical manner.  The  authors  argue that in  the  future  construct validity may play a 
more  important  role  based  upon  'first  principles'  derived  from  an  understanding  of the 
causality in the domain of discourse.  However,  currently it seems  that this claim is  not 
justified. Especially in practice, criterion validity is still the most important validation type. 
4.1.3 Maintaining objectivity 
An  important issue in checking the validity of an  expert is  the objectivity of the human 
validator.  For example, if will  be  clear that the  developer of the  system is  not an  ideal 
validator since he is  not independent. In classical software engineering the last step in the 
development life cycle consists of an acceptance test of the system by the user.  O'Keefe 
and  O'Leary  (1993)  note  that  sometimes  the  user  may  have  insufficient  expertise  to 
validate the system. Therefore, they argue that it can be interesting to  contact third-party 
experts to validate the system. 
4.1.4 Reliability 
Finally, in their framework the  authors mention the importance of reliability. To ensure a 
reliable KBS, the knowledge reported by the expert, and the actual knowledge of the expert 
should be the same. Subsequently, this knowledge should be translated in some computer 
5 interpretable formalism. During these subsequent steps, loss in reliability can cascade, and 
thus some initially small deviations may in the end lead to a major decline in the quality of 
the system under consideration. 
4.2  Validation methods 
Several methods to validate a KBS  exist. Which method should be preferred is dependent 
on  criteria such  as  available experts,  time  and  money constraints,  etc.  An  overview  of 
methods to validate KBS  is  given in O'Keefe and OLeary (1993). They distinguish three 
classes of methods, i.e. component validation, system validation and statistical methods. 
4.2.1 Component validation 
This type of validation focuses  on  components of the  KBS  individually.  Three sUbtypes 
can be identified, i.e. rule validation, heuristics and meta-models. 
Rule validation 
A  frequently  used  component  validation  method  is  rule  validation.  This  should  not  be 
surprising,  since  the  most  important  part  of most  KBS  are  rules.  However,  the  direct 
examination of rules  might  be  problematic in  case  of larger rule  bases.  In  this  case,  a 
sample of the  most important rules  can be used to  validate the  rule base.  A measure to 
determine  the  most  important  rules  might  be  to  select  those  rules  which  fire  most 
frequently. 
Heuristics 
Since an expert system can be considered as  a large heuristic,  the expert system can be 
compared to the optimal solution in order to validate it. This method can be applied if the 
expert system models a problem where a mathematical optimization method can provide 
the  optimal  solution.  The  outcome  of the  expert  system can  then  be  compared to  this 
optimal  solution.  Other  examples  of heuristic  methods  are  scale  up  assumption.  This 
method assumes  that if the  KB  is  valid for  a small  system, it  will  stay valid for  larger 
systems. This may be the  case, but is clear that this result is by no  means certain. A last 
heuristic method we want to  mention is  called worst case analysis.  This method tries  to 
predict what the worst result is the system can generate. 
Meta-models 
Meta-models  describe relationships  between elements of the  model.  They are  an  higher 
level of the KBS. While in the early years of KB  development they were used scarcely. If 
they were also  used it was merely as  a documentation technique and this  only  for large 
KBSs. Meta-models could then be used to check the validity of the KBS. Currently, meta-
models  are  becoming  increasingly  popular.  Their  role  is  not  limited  anymore  to 
documentation,  but  they  are  an  essential  building  block  of formal  KBS  development 
methods. The model which in this context is  widespread is  the KADS  model (Fensel and 
van Harmelen, 1994). 
4.2.2 System validation 
System validation methods test the KBS  as a whole. These methods checks how the system 
reacts given specific tests. Seven types of system methods will be described, i.e. test cases, 
Turing  tests,  simulation,  control  groups,  sensitivity  analysis,  comparison  against  other 
methods and line of reasoning. 
6 Test cases 
The  use  of  test  cases  is  one  of  the  most  important  methods  to  validate  a  KBS. 
Traditionally, the system has  to  solve cases, which were previously solved by  an expert, 
and their respective results are compared. In O'Keefe and OLeary (1993), four guidelines 
to select test cases are given: 
•  The boundaries of the inputs that the system will receive should be specified; 
•  A sufficient number of test cases is necessary. Especially, emphasizing the coverage of 
the test data and not the number of test cases that is used; 
•  The nature of the problems investigated should help to select the test cases. This means 
enough critical cases should be used; 
•  One should keep in mind that the expert's decision may have already had influence on 
the  test  case,  and  therefore  the  result  of the  system on  the  test  case  is  biased by  a 
previous decision of the expert. 
Also there exist a number of approaches, which try to automatically generate test data, for 
example Bendou (1995). Furthermore, the use of testing techniques, which are well known 
in  traditional  software  engineering,  for  testing  a  KBS  is  an  active  domain  of research 
among them Kirani, Zualkerman and Tsai (1994) and Xantakis, Rabot and Richard (1995). 
Examples  of such  testing  methods  are  black-box  testing  methods  white  box  testing 
methods. Black-box testing methods do not take into account how the problem is solved, 
only the result counts. An example of a black-box testing method is input partition testing. 
In this method the input space is split into several partitions, and based on these partitions 
test  cases  are  selected.  White-box  testing  methods  on  the  other hand,  make  use  of the 
internal structure of the system to evaluate the test cases. An example of such a method is 
dynamic flow  testing.  This method generates test cases to  exercise different paths of the 
execution of the program. 
Turing tests 
A well-known test in A.I.  is the Turing test.  In  this  test a person has decide, whether the 
output he receives is from a machine or a human. In the case of expert systems, an expert 
has to compare the results from  the expert system with those  from  an  expert and has  to 
decide which result is from the expert system and which result is from the expert. To set up 
a  Turing  test,  test  cases  should  be  selected,  therefore,  the  remarks  made  in  the  prior 
sections, equally apply. For example, the well-known MYCIN expert system was validated 
using a Turing test.  MYCIN (Buchanan and Shortliffe,  1984) originated of the Stanford 
Heuristic Project, and it is  generally considered as  the first  expert system. MYCIN is  an 
expert in diagnosing bacterial infections and describing treatment for them. 
Simulation 
Instead of generating test cases,  it  might be interesting  to  compare  the  outcome of the 
expert system to that of the simulation model. Each run of the simulation model can then 
be regarded as  a test case. This type of validation, however, has  to be handled with great 
care, since the simulation uses also a model. Clearly, we have to be sure that the simulation 
model itself is valid. 
Control groups 
Another  method  to  validate  KBS  are  control  groups.  This  method  can  be  interesting 
because in most KBS  a lot of interaction between the user and the system is  involved to 
solve problems. In the control groups method, problems are presented to two  groups, one 
without the system, and one with the system. The performance of the two groups to solve 
the problems are then compared. The control group method is well-known in the field of 
7 medicine. In this field, usually two groups of patients are formed. One group gets treatment 
with a new medicine, the other gets not.  By comparing the results of the  two groups  the 
efficiency of the new treatment can be evaluated. 
To be  valuable,  the  experiment  has  to  be  setup  so  that  the  performance of the  two 
groups without the system should be estimated equal. Furthermore, another problem with 
this method in the field of KBS is, that there may exist a learning curve to use the system. 
This should be kept in mind when evaluating the system. 
Sensitivity analysis 
A major problem to  validate the expert system arises when  there  are  only few  test cases 
available. One could suggest to  use  credibility as  a measure to  validate the system. The 
developers  could ask the  question is  the system credible to  the  expert,  the  users, etc.  ? 
Another method, which might proof to be valuable in this context, is  sensitivity analysis. 
This  method  starts  from  a single  case where  the  results  are  satisfiable  according to  an 
expert. Subsequently, some inputs of the system are  altered so, that the output should not 
change. Depending whether the output of the system changes or not, in this particular case, 
the quality of the expert system is assessed. 
Given the fact,  that there are only few  real cases involved, this method may not cover 
sufficient parts of the input domain. Therefore, this method can in  practice be combined 
with methods, which generate synthetic test cases to overcome this problem. 
Comparison against other methods 
To validate the system, it might be useful to compare the system with other models, which 
are developed to solve the problem under consideration. A typical example of this method 
occurs when the expert system will be used as  an heuristic for  a complex mathematical 
problem. In most cases, optimal solutions for such problems exist, but they are unusable in 
practice, because of all sorts of constraints (e.g. time constraints). Comparison against this 
optimal model will then give insight in the performance of the system. 
Line of  reasoning 
To validate a KBS,  it is  important to  see that the  line of reasoning is  correct.  Because, 
typically an  expert will only believe the system when it can explain, how it has reached a 
conclusion. A lot of commercial expert system shells have built in explanation facilities to 
enable this kind of validation. 
4.2.3 Statistical methods 
In  many  cases,  besides  using  qualitative  validation  techniques  some  quantitative 
techniques  using  statistical models  are  useful.  In  0'  Keefe,  Balci  and  Smith  (1987),  the 
validation of a KBS is seen as the following hypothesis test: 
Ho:  the expert system valid for the acceptable performance ranges  under the  prescribed 
input domain; 
HA: the system is invalid 
Many statistical techniques are  available to the developer of the system to validate it.  For 
example, techniques to compare statistically the conclusions of an expert with the outcome 
of the system.  However, it is  out of the scope of this paper to  give an  overview of these 
techniques. 
8 5  The MATISSE KBS for industrial site selection 
In order to be able to propose a new validation technique for KBS, the expert system has to 
be built first.  An example is taken from urban land use planning. In particular, the problem 
of selecting a suitable location site for manufacturing (i.e. the chemical and petrochemical 
industry) in a dockland environment (i.e. the port of Antwerp) is analysed. 
There  are  several  reasons  why  the  chemical  and  petrochemical  industry  can  be 
considered  an  appropriate  case  study  to  illustrate  the  principal  issues  advanced  in  this 
study.  First  of all,  the  industry  has,  by  comparison  with  others,  received  only  scant 
attention  in  the  economic  and  regional  location  theory,  despite  its  importance  to  the 
national and regional economy. Second, the capital-intensive nature of the industry makes 
it  a  sector  that  is  very  locational  sensitive  and  conscious.  Consequently,  the  location 
decision of a (petro)chemical complex is  taken with great care, which gives an  indication 
of the  importance  the  sector  attaches  to  the  selection  of a  satisfactory,  suitable  site. 
Moreover, once a commitment for  a certain location site has  been made,  it  is  generally 
considered irreversible, and therefore every factor influencing the profitability of the plant 
should  be  evaluated  carefully.  Third  and  finally,  the  petrochemical  industry,  like  the 
chemical industry in  general,  is  essentially  a supplier  of intermediate  products  to  other 
industries. This specific role has enabled it to become a vital element of economic growth, 
and also emphasizes the importance of functional linkages.  The grounds to  select the port 
of Antwerp  as  potential  place  of business  are  twofold.  First,  the  present structure  and 
development  of  the  port  is  completely  attributed  to  the  gradual  location  of  the 
(petro)chemical industry. Consequently, today, Antwerp is considered as one of the largest 
chemical and petrochemical complexes in the world. Furthermore, in Western Europe, it is 
one  of the  oldest  (Molle  and  Wever,  1984,  p.  128).  Obviously,  this  fact  highlights 
Antwerp's apparent magnetism to attract chemical and petrochemical companies to its port. 
Second, the  current,  phased development of the  Left  Bank makes  the  port of Antwerp 
unique in its ability to still offer to potential interested companies large areas of industrial 
sites. As  a result, several new (petro)chemical companies have recently decided in favour 
of Antwerp for establishing their production operations. 
The tool to be developed has been named MATISSE,  which is an  acronym of Matching 
Algorithm, a Technique for Industrial Site Selection and Evaluation (Witlox, 1998; Witlox 
and Timmermans,  1998; Witlox et aI.,  1998).  In order to  develop the MATISSE-model,  a 
series of in-depth interviews were conducted. At the time of the start of collecting the data 
(i.e.  October  1996),  the  total  number  of chemical  and  petrochemical  manufacturing 
companies  located  in  the  port  of Antwerp  was  equal  to  26  (Havenbedrijf Antwerpen, 
1996). Although, this number may seem small, the industry's combined economic impact 
on the port of Antwerp is  astonishing. To illustrate, in  December 1996, these twenty-six 
chemical and petrochemical companies employed 12,371  people (representing almost half 
of the total industrial harbour employment) and occupied 1,162.7 ha on the Right Bank and 
808.7  ha  on  the  Left  Bank  (representing  about  66%  of the  approximate  2,975  ha  of 
allocated  industrial  sites).  Moreover,  accumulated  over  the  years,  the  chemical  and 
petrochemical  industry  has  invested  about  BEF  325,120  million  in  their  Antwerp  port 
production  installations,  which  represents  almost  64%  of  all  accrued  industrial 
investments. The advantage of working with a rather small, but yet very important target 
population, is  that no prior selection of a subgroup is  necessary. However, it also implies 
that,  in order to  be representative,  a high response rate is  essential.  In October  1996,  a 
personalized letter was  mailed  to  each  of the  26  enterprises  in  the  population with  the 
request to  grant an  interview  with the  company's  highest  management executive on  the 
subject  of plant  location  decisions.  In  response  to  this  letter,  14  companies  answered 
9 spontaneously, while, as a result of a short (i.e. three week period) telephonic follow-up, an 
additional 9 companies could be persuaded to grant a short interview. This makes the total 
response rate equal to  23  companies (or 88%). Given the relatively small popUlation size 
(26 firms), the resultant response rate is an exceptionally good result. However, viewed in 
terms of sampling, it is  a well-known fact that the  smaller the size of the population, the 
higher the imposed demands on the resulting response rate. 
5.1  The in-depth interview technique 
All the carried-out interviews proceeded in much the same way. First, the basic objective 
of the  research  was  stated  to  the  respondent,  whereby  the  emphasis  was  placed  on 
explaining the  concept of a decision  table  (DT)  as  a formalism  to  represent  data.  The 
respondent  was  also  shown  an  example  of a DT,  and  asked  (if possible)  to  think and 
express his or her information in terms of "if.. .  then " decision rule structures. As  pointed 
out by Vanthienen (1986), Merlevede and Vanthienen (1991), Santos-Gomez and Darnell 
(1992),  Tanaka  et at.  (1993),  and  Arentze  et  at.  (1995,  1996),  this  approach  of data 
collection or  elicitation,  in  which,  from  the  start  the  respondent  is  confronted with  the 
notion of DTs, is  able to  offer some significant model advantages, especially in the case 
when  the  decision  information  is  complex.  At  least  three  reasons  can  be  advanced  in 
support of such an approach. First of all, the communicative properties offered by the DT 
technique makes it an  ideal formalism for representing complex information and  sets  of 
decision rules in such a way that is  intelligible and clear to lay people. Note that, in this 
respect,  one  of the  main  advantages  of using  a  DT  structure  is  its  capacity  of data 
representation.  Second,  DTs  offer respondents  the  possibility  to  specify  and  verify  the 
correctness of their supplied information represented in the rules of the DT. Consequently, 
the  model's  accuracy  can  be  tested  in  a  systematic  way  by  checking  each  conditional 
statement (i.e.  decision rule) of the DT separately. Third and finally, given that DTs allow 
for the use of subDTs, they support a hierarchical structuring of information that does not 
only provide  a form  of modularity,  but  also helps  to  keep  an  overview  of the  decision 
problem under investigation. As such, a so-called "top-down" decision-making approach is 
followed in which one starts with an abstract (head) DT that is then further worked out in a 
series  of more concrete subDTs.  This  approach also  seems  to  correspond with the  way 
people tend to transfer their information to the interviewer (Arentze et at.,  1995, p.  240), 
and also concurs with the way in which a location decision is usually made. 
Second,  the  actual  interview  technique,  which  was  used  to  elicit  the  decision 
information  from  the  respondents,  can  be  termed  a  combination  of  an  unstructured 
(informal)  and  a  structured  (guided)  interview  approach  (Turban,  1995).  In  the 
unstructured, first part of the interview, the interviewee was asked to  freely "think-aloud" 
on  the subject of site selection (e.g. Which factors playa role in site selection?; Given a 
certain location factor,  how is  this factor assessed and  what is  its influence on locational 
decision-making?).  The  aim of this  approach  was  to  identify these  location  factors  (i.e. 
conditions) that first came into the respondent's mind, and  more important, to  know how 
these factors should be interpreted and which evaluation criteria are used. As  such, if the 
interviewee stated that a location factor like "site accessibility" is  important in selecting a 
suitable site, it is essential to know what is meant by that particular condition. For example, 
it may refer to evaluating the site's accessibility in general, or as was often the case, refer to 
the  site's  accessibility  in  respect  to  the  supply  of raw  materials,  the  transportation  of 
finished goods, or the transfer of the work force to and from the industrial site? Obviously, 
interpretations  and  relative  importance  of factors  differed  across  the  sample.  However, 
usually a close link with the organizational and production-related aspects of the economic 
activity could be observed. This fact  again emphasizes the importance to  take account of 
10 the  so-called  "context-dependent"  nature  of location  factors.  To  illustrate,  for  an  air-
splitting  company,  using  air  (i.e.  a  ubiquity)  as  principal  feedstock,  other  (if any)  site 
accessibility requirements with respect to feedstock supply will be put forward than for  an 
oil  refinery  which  relies  heavily  on  the  overseas  transport  of crude  oil  and  pipeline 
connections for the supply of its feedstock. 
Another  interesting  point  that  could  be  deduced  from  the  unstructured  part  of the 
interview, is  that abstract location factors  are  usually not evaluated as  such, but are  first 
more concretely defined and  then  assessed.  As  a result, generic location factors  such  as 
"transport", "labour", "utilities" etc. are mentioned more than once in the decision-making 
process, but at different levels of importance in the site selection process and with varying 
interpretations. For instance, the location factor  "transport" is  first  (on  the  highest level) 
interpreted and evaluated in terms of the  availability of on-site  "transport infrastructure". 
Conditional  upon  this  evaluation,  potential  location  sites  may  either be  rejected  simply 
because their existing transport infrastructure is totally inadequate,  or further assessed in 
terms  of,  e.g.,  the  level  of additional  "transport  investments"  needed.  Again  dependent 
upon this second evaluation, a further assessment may be required of the site's  "transport 
costs" and "accessibility". The basic idea behind this thought process is  that site selection 
makers  are  not  interested  in  how  good  or bad a  potential  location  site  scores  on,  say, 
accessibility for  personnel, if certain higher priority requirements concerning the general 
transport infrastructure are  not met by the location site. As  such, a hierarchical decision-
making process  can be distinguished in  which:  first,  on  the  highest level,  a number  of 
elementary  site  conditions  are  being  evaluated,  then  a  number  of  investment 
considerations, and finally, a number of operating considerations. 
Apart  from  stressing  the  activity-specific  nature  of location  factors,  the  individual 
influences of location factors on the site selection problem (e.g. veto-dimension, trade-off 
dimension)  and  the  existence  of internal  dependencies  between  factors  (i.e.  conditional 
relevance,  conceptual interaction)  should  also  be  examined.  In  this  respect,  if a certain 
location factor is  evaluated as  (un)satisfactory,  then how  does  this  evaluation  effect the 
overall site selection process, and also the consecutive evaluation of other location factors? 
In addition, it is also important to  know which evaluation criteria the respondent uses  to 
assess different location factors. 
In the subsequent, structured part of the interview, the respondent was asked to react to 
a check list of different location factors, and was also more closely guided through a series 
of particular questions on  the subject of site selection. The check list used was  compiled 
through  a  review  of the  relevant  existing  literature  on  the  subject  of chemical  and 
petrochemical plantsite selection (e.g.  Winkelmans,  1973;  Chapman,  1991; Gemeentelijk 
Havenbedrijf Rotterdam,  1993;  Leuris,  1996).  Among the  additional  questions  posed,  a 
number  of  so-called  control  questions  were  asked  to  eliminate  certain  basic 
inconsistencies.  For  instance,  if the  respondent  stated  that  the  general  labour  market 
conditions  are  evaluated  as  very  good,  but  later  in  the  interview,  it  is  found  that  the 
recruitment  of suitable  workforce  is  very  difficult,  this  contradiction  will  have  to  be 
rectified. Having identified the principal factors (and their associated evaluation states) that 
are  important  in  industrial  site  selection  - i.e.  the  so-called  domain  layer  of model 
development (Arentze et aI.,  1995) - the respondents were urged (there where possible) 
to make "if... then"  like statements or decision rules (i.e.  the  inferential layer)  expressing 
their decision-making process. 
Given that the process of decision rule deduction and specification is an essential step in 
the construction of a DT, it worthwhile to  discuss this specific aspect in  somewhat more 
detail,  and  also  point to  some  specific  problems  encountered.  Although,  nearly  all  the 
respondents showed a great affinity with the problem of site selection, some of them found 
11 it very difficult to express their decision-making process chiefly by means of a number of 
logical "if.. .then" rules. In particular, expressing compensatory ruling proved not to be an 
easy task,  at least in comparison with making explicit certain non-compensatory rules.  In 
respect to the latter, most respondents had little difficulty in using "if  ...  then" statements to 
express non-compensatory relations. Frequently, respondents stated that if  factor X is  not 
satisfied  or present,  then  under  no  circumstances  a  positive evaluation  result  (e.g.  site 
suitability, sufficient labour market conditions, etc.) could be the outcome. Usually, these 
typical,  non-compensatory  factors  related  to  primary  site  conditional  aspects  (e.g. 
geographical  location,  availability  of basic  utilities,  etc.),  but  other  non-compensatory 
statements  were  also  used  in  the  lower  level  decision-making  process.  Note  that  non-
compensatory  factors  have  a  strong  decision-making  discriminating  power - they  are 
often also assessed on a strictly crisp basis (e.g.  yes or no, present or absent, adequate or 
lacking) - and this is  why  they  are (automatically) placed at  the top of the DT. It also 
implies that in the process of decision support they are evaluated first by the respondent. In 
respect to  handling compensatory rules  by means  of "if  ...  then"  constructions,  it can  be 
noted that in most cases respondents were able to indicate the major relations, but found it 
somehow  more  difficult  to  express  complicated,  more  fine-drawn  trade-off  relations. 
Generally,  compensatory decision rules  of the  following  type  were  used:  if  factor X  is 
evaluated as  unsatisfactory but (i.e.  and) factor Y (and or or factor Z,  ... ) is (are) being 
assessed as  satisfactory, then a certain (evaluation) result X is  obtained. Note that,  in  the 
present context, the interpretation of "factor" may relate to both locational factors as  well 
as organizational aspects. 
Translating  the  expressed  non-compensatory  and  compensatory  rules  into  a  DT 
structure revealed a number of interesting points. First, a number of inconsistencies in  the 
decision-making  process  could  be  observed.  Some  of these  inconsistencies  related  to 
contradictions  in  certain  decision  rules,  while  others  concerned  the  violation  of the 
exclusiveness and completeness (i.e.  domain coverage) properties.  In  a number of cases, 
the  corrections  to be  implemented  proved  self-evident;  in others,  the  respondents  were 
either asked for  the correct interpretation or admissible solutions were proposed to  them 
for further consideration. The optimization of the DT in terms of minimum decision rules 
also  revealed  that  redundant  information  in  the  decision-making  process  could  be 
discarded. Second, as a result of the DT's capacity of generating all possible decision rules, 
a number of so-called "empty columns" (i.e.  decision rules with undefined action states) 
were produced which needed to be completed. In some cases, this task was not considered 
to be an obviousness because certain (alternative) decision evaluations had to be made by 
the respondents which they were previously unaware of.  Third, the use of subDTs offered 
an  interesting  means  to  structure  the  complex  decision  problem,  and  facilitates  a  "top-
down" site selection process. Apart from the fact that abstract terms can be defined in more 
concrete and distinct factors,  subDTs  have the capacity to  break-down  a problem into a 
series  of (less  complicated)  subproblems.  The  use  of subDTs  also  avoids  the  common 
problem of a combinatorial explosion because each decision (sub)table only deals with a 
limited number of related conditions and actions,  and DTs are being contracted as  far  as 
possible  such  that  a  minimum  number  of columns  or  decision  rules  is  automatically 
adopted. Note further that, in view of a relational matching approach, the end tables of the 
nested,  hierarchical DT  structure  should be formulated  in  such  terms  that  they  allow  a 
direct matching with the observable object profiles (Arentze et aI., 1995, p. 239). 
5.2  Some results 
Following the results of our conducted in-depth interviews, (almost) an infinite number of 
location  factors  or  attributes  may  potentially  be  relevant  for  defining  a  concept  like 
12 "suitable location site". Combining these attributes, numerous definitions of site suitability 
are possible. Given that our focus is on the development and testing of a model to predict 
locational choice-making for a chemical or petrochemical industry, we concern ourselves 
with  the  modelling  of  the  object-type  Site  suitability  of a  harbour  location  for  a 
(petro)chemical industry. This object-type is depicted in Table 1. 
On the basis of the conducted interviews, three abstract so-called mus-conditions (i.e. a 
condition which is  on its  own insufficient, but within  a conjunction indispensable) have 
been distinguished which playa crucial role (on the highest decision level) in determining 
the degree of locational site suitability: C,: "Site conditions, C2: "Investment considerations 
and,  C3: "Operating considerations. Each of these abstract conditions is further specified 
through  a  system of subDTs  (denoted by"""). Note also  that each condition is  defined 
using three condition states, which combined, results in 27 (33)  different decision rules (i.e. 
an  expanded table).  However, as  a result of the non-compensatory character of the third 
condition state of C1 and the apparent conditional relevance in  the condition states of C3, 
the total number of decision rules in the contracted table is equal to 15.  Of these  15 rules, 
several functionally equivalent rules  (i.e. rules leading to identical action states, although 
having different condition state configurations) can be noted. Note further that Table 1 has 
only one action with five different action states. The action states express different degrees 
of site suitability, ranging from "excellent" (rule R 1) to "bad" (rules R14 and R 1S), dependent 
on the outcome of the condition set. 
Table 1: The object-type "Site suitability of a harbour location for a (petro)chemical 
industry" (contracted head table) 
1.  CI "Site conditions  superior 
2.  C2 "Investment considerations  good  about average  bad 
3.  C3 "Operating considerations  good  medium  bad  good or medium  bad  good  medium or bad 
I.  Al E:o::eJJent  x 
2.  A2 Above average  x  x 
3.  A3 Average  x  x  x 
4.  A4 Below average  x 
5.  A5Bad 
2  3  4  5  6  7 
1.  C  1 "Site conditions  modere.te  inferior 
2.  C2 "Investment considere.tions  good  about average  bed 
3.  C3 "Cpere.ting considere.tions  good or medium  bed  good  medium or bed  good  medium  bed 
1.  Al Eoo::ellent 
2.  A2 Above average  x 
3.  A3 Average  x  x  x 
4.  A4 Below average  x  x 
5.  A5 Bed  x  x 
10  11  12  13  14  15 
Apparently,  a so-called "top-down"  approach is  followed  in  which the  respondents  first 
evaluate  a  number  of basic  site  conditions.  These  factors  relate  to  the  geographical 
location, the acquisition conditions, the  available on-site transport infrastructure,  and  the 
13 available on-site utilities. In second place, the investment considerations are assessed. The 
idea is that if the site conditions are not fully satisfactory, perhaps this inadequacy could be 
compensated  by  making  some  additional  investments.  However,  completely  inferior 
evaluated site conditions cannot be compensated. In that case, the location site is rejected. 
The investment considerations refer to real estate considerations, the level of government 
intervention, transport investments and  utility investments. If the  site  conditions  and  the 
investment considerations have  both been evaluated,  the  costs of operating the  site will 
also  have  to  be  assessed.  It involves  evaluating  the  site  accessibility,  agglomeration 
economies, labour market, and utility costs. 
In total, the MATISSE-model consists of one head decision table and, linked to it, a 
hierarchy of 90 sub(sub ... )tables. Obviously, not all these DTs will be mentioned here. The 
MATISSE-model  was  developed  using the  system shell  PROLOGA,  initially created in  its 
crisp form by Vanthienen (1986) at the Catholic University of Louvain. The PROLOGA95 
(PRocedural  Logic  Analyzer)  system,  which  runs  under  Windows95,  is  a  PC-based 
interactive rule-based design tool for computer-supported construction and manipulation of 
DTs. This DT engineering workbench facilitates data acquisition and representation, offers 
adequate  validation  and  verification  support,  and  has  a  user  friendly  interface  for 
consulting purposes (Vanthienen, 1991; Vanthienen and Dries, 1994). 
6  The use  of stated  response  designs  as  an  alternative  approach  to  validating 
decision rules 
In  contrast  to  the  verification  issue  - where  DTs  have  proven  to  be  a  very  strong 
formalism - the validation aspect is less a decision table-related issue. Stated differently, 
given  that  the  check  for  completeness  and  non-contradiction  of  information  is 
automatically  and  systematically  accomplished  by  the  DT  -workbench  PROLOGA95,  the 
requirement of correctness of information has to be validated explicitly. Usually, validation 
does  not  receive  that  much  explicit  attention.  Decision  rules  tend  to  be generated  by 
knowledge  elicitation  which  typically  involves  experts  who  have  to  explicate  their 
decisions; their knowledge is then represented by the DT formalism. As such, researchers 
seem to believe that this process of knowledge acquisition constitutes the actual validation. 
Hence, no attempt is made to examine whether this approach is indeed correct. 
In  order to  validate  the  main  tabular  structures  proposed  in  MATISSE,  a  number  of 
experiments have to be conducted in which the respondents are being confronted with their 
given information to  check whether the  decision rules  represented in  the tables reflect a 
"correct"  decision-making process. Moreover, it is  also checked whether, based on these 
rules, new decision situations can be correctly predicted. 
In  general,  a distinction can be made between checking the  (i)  intra-tabular and  (ii) 
inter-tabular  correctness  of the  decision  rules.  The  intra-tabular  check  for  correctness 
implies validating the correctness of a single table, while the inter-tabular check deals with 
the  issue  of the  correctness  of information  in  the  interaction  between  (components  of) 
different (sub)tables. In the present context, our validation check is limited to single tables. 
The  process  of checking  the  correctness  of the  decision  rules  represented  in  a  single 
(expanded) DT may be developed and interpreted along two different lines. 
In  the  first,  more  general  approach,  intra-tabular  validation  would  signify  that  the 
correctness of the decision rules of the table has to be explicitly checked with the decision-
maker(s).  In principle,  this  approach  implies  validating  each  individual  decision  rule 
separately. In other words, a DT consisting of six conditions, each having three condition 
states, would result in a correctness check of 36 = 729 individual decision rules. Given that 
this task goes well beyond even the most diligent respondent, this so-called full factorial 
14 approach,  in  which  all  rules  are  checked,  can  only  be  used  when  the  DT  consists  of a 
relatively  small  number  of  conditions  and  condition  states.  Due  to  the  fact  that  the 
respondents are often unable to evaluate more than a fairly small number of decision rules at a 
time, a selection in these rules  can be made. Hence, when a full  factorial  design yields too 
many profiles, the number can be reduced by adopting a fractional factorial design.  In that 
case, only a selection or fraction of all possible combinations of condition states is presented 
to  the experts.  The  simplest fractional  factorial  design  combines  all  main  condition  states 
without  correlation.  In  the  stated  response  modelling  literature  (e.g.  Addelman,  1962; 
Steenkamp, 1985; Timmerrnans, 1986), several so-called "basic plans" for the construction of 
fractional  factorial  designs  have  been  developed.  These  basic  plans  indicate the  minimum 
number of trials needed to construct a valid design and also show how to combine different 
condition states in different profiles. The choice of a basic plan depends on the total number 
of conditions and total number of associated condition states in  the  DT.  Addelman's basic 
plans are shown in the Appendix. 
A second, though  less  commonly applied approach  would be  to  use  the  expert's 
explicated decision rules to predict new decision situations. As such, the correctness of the 
decision  rules  is  not  validated by  confronting the  respondents  ex post with  their  given 
answers,  but  by examining  the  capability  of these  given  rules  to  predict  the  decision 
outcome of new situations. In this respect, the emphasis is  on testing the external validity 
of the DT-model. The problem of which and how many decision rules should be selected 
for this external validation purpose is identical to the first approach. In other words, when 
the number of rules in the table is fairly large, a selected set of decision rules can be used. 
Therefore,  instead  of using  all  possible  decision  rules  to  predict  future  site  selection 
behaviour, a fractional factorial design is applied to identify a reduced set of rules.  In  the 
present  context,  the  second  approach  will  be  followed.  Moreover,  the  intra-tabular 
correctness check of  MATISSE'S DT  -structure will be limited to its head table. 
7  KBS Validation: an example taken from MATISSE 
Table 1 depicted MATISSE's head DT. In this head DT, three conditions, each having three 
condition states, were combined. The result was 27  (=  33)  decision rules. It follows that a 
full  factorial  check would  imply that the respondents  have  to  evaluate  all  27  rules.  By 
contrast, an orthogonal fractional factorial design would involve evaluating only 9 decision 
rules. In this case, Addelman's (1962, p.  36) basic plan n°  2 can be used to construct these 
nine profiles (see Appendix). The process of encoding the condition states of the head DT 
is shown in Table 2. 
Table 2: Encoding the condition states of the head table 
Conditions  Condition states 
Cj : Site conditions  O="superior" 
1  =  "moderate " 
2="inferior" 
C2: Investment considerations  O="good" 
1="about average" 
2="bad" 
C3: Operating considerations  O="good" 
1="medium" 
2="bad" 
15 In Table 2, it can be noted that a code (ranging from zero to two) is  allotted to the various 
condition states  of the three  conditions.  Using this code,  different profiles  of combined 
condition  states  can  be  constructed.  This  process  of constructing  a  fractional  factorial 
design  is  visualized  in  Table  3.  By  translating  these  encoded  profiles  in  concrete 
combinations of condition states, nine different single decision rules are selected as a result 
of  implementing  Addelman's  basic  plan  n°  2.  Processing  these  nine  profiles  (i.e. 
combination  of condition  states)  through  MATISSE's  head  DT  produces  nine  different 
decision rules (each leading to one of possibly five  action states of AI)' By comparing the 
decision rules produced by the DT with the (ex post) answers given by the participants in 
the sample, a percentage of correctly predicted answers can be calculated. Depending upon 
the  outcome  of this  prediction  factor,  the  intra-tabular  structure  can  be  confirmed or 
suggestions made for alterations. 
Table 3: Fractional factorial design for the head table 
Profile N°  Condition and 
condition states 
CI  C2  C 3 
I  0  0  0 
2  0  I  1 
3  0  2  2 
4  1  0  1 
5  1  1  2 
6  1  2  0 
7  2  0  2 
8  2  I  0 
9  2  2  1 
A  point  that  may  need  some  additional  explanation  is  why  the  method  of fractional 
factorial  design  used  in  stated  response  modelling  is  applied  to  make  a  selection  of 
decision rules to  be used to test the external validity of the model. Initially, experimental 
fractional factorial designs have been advocated in stated response modelling because they 
permit unbiased parameter estimations of all  main  effects  of a factorial  arrangement of 
attribute levels without correlation.  In  the  present context of model validation,  however, 
this attractive estimation property is not really relevant. In other words, given the fact that 
no parameters have to be estimated, the selection of decision rules could just as  easily be 
made  at  random.  The  advantage  of  using  experimental  plans,  however,  is  that  the 
construction of these plans is  based upon the principle of proportional frequencies of the 
factor levels. In other words, a correctly established and applied basic plan guarantees that 
the levels of one factor occur with each of the levels of the other factor with proportional 
frequencies.  As  such,  a  balanced  or  symmetrical  selection  of profiles  of  combined 
condition states is obtained. 
In order to illustrate that in Table 3 the proportional frequency condition is satisfied for 
the proposed fractional  factorial  design, consider, for  example, the first  (CI)  and second 
condition (C2). For these two conditions (as for any other pair of conditions), the following 
requirement should be fulfilled (Addelman, 1962, p.  23): 
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[1] where N denotes the number of profiles in the plan, nj. the number of times the i condition 
state of Cl  occurs in the plan, n.j the number of times the j  condition state of C2 occurs in 
the plan, and nij  the number of times the i condition state of C  1 occurs with the j  condition 
state of C2. In the present example, N =  9,  no. =  nl. =  n2. =  3 and n.o =  n.l =  n.2 =  3.  To 
demonstrate that nij  = nj.xn./N is satisfied, take for example nil According to Table 3,  nll 
occurs once (i.e.  profile 5);  thus  nl  •. n.tlN should also be equal to  1,  which is indeed the 
case: 3x3/9 = 1. 
During the months of March and April of 1998, all 23 participating respondents, which 
were initially interviewed about a year and a half ago in order to  be able to construct the 
MATIsSE-model, were contacted again. Due to  the fact that one (German) respondent had 
gone into retirement, and two others were no longer employed within the  same company 
but took up  a position abroad,  the group  of initial experts now  equalled 20.  In total,  19 
respondents  agreed  to  cooperate for  a second  time  and  were  willing  to  grant  a  second 
interview. Only one respondent could not be persuaded to further cooperate. 
In  all  cases, the interview proceeded much along the same way and lasted on average 
about  forty  minutes.  First,  the  respondents  were  briefly  given  some  feedback  on  the 
resulting MATISSE-model  so  that they had an idea of how their provided information and 
expert knowledge had been transformed in  a tabular decision-making structure. Next, the 
two tasks (consider them two  separate assignments), which the respondents were asked to 
perform, were explained and illustrated. The first task related to the issue of validation and 
will be discussed here; the second involved the issue of model fuzzification which will be 
dealt with in the next section.  Given the  difficulty  (and  also time-consuming  nature)  of 
both tasks, the respondents were not urged to answer immediately but were given sufficient 
time  to  complete  the  questionnaire  outside  the  office  hours.  The  respondents  were 
nevertheless asked to write down their answers on pre-printed forms and to return them by 
mail as soon as possible. Although some respondents had to be reminded (several times) to 
return  their questionnaire, they nearly all  complied with our request.  In  total,  17  useful 
answers (74 %) were obtained for the purpose of validation. 
Validation results 
The  head  table  of the  model  was  validated  using  the  nine  "if... then"  decision  rules 
specified  in  Table  1.  These  decision  rules  were  written  on  separate  index  cards  and 
presented to the respondents (N = 17) in a random order. In each case, the respondent was 
asked to evaluate the hypothetical choice situation described on the index card in terms of 
the allowed action states used in the DT. These evaluations were then compared with what 
the DT claims to be the correct answer. As such, a percentage was computed of the number 
of correctly predicted decision  rules.  The  main  results  for  the  head  table  are  shown  in 
Table 4. 
17 Table 4: Validation results for the head table 
Profile  Specified  Expected  % and absolute distribution of given answers over the AS 
N°  profile  AS  of the D'P') (N = 17l 
(and associated  according  Al  A2  A3 (average)  A4  As 
decision rulel  toOT  (excellent  (above  (below  (bad) 
averaile)  aver~ge) 
1  "000"  (Rll  Al  76.5  13  23.5  :  4  - - - ,- - -
l 
2  "011"  (R4l  A2  5.9  I  58.8  i  10  35.3  6  - '- - -
3  "022"  (R7l  A4  - - - '- 6.2  1  31.3 ! 5  62.5  10 
4  "101"  (Rgl  A,  - - 17.6 !  3  76.5  13  5.9  I  - -
5  "112"  (Rlll  A4  - - - '- 12.5  2  62.5 :  10  25.0  4 
6  "120"  (R 12l  A3  - - 11.8  :  2  23.5  4  41.2!  7  23.5  4 
7  "202"  (Rlsl  As  - - - '- - - 35.3 :  6  64.7  11 
8  "210"  (Rlsl  As  - - 6.2  1  25.0  4  31.3 !  5  37.5  6 
9  "221"  (Rlsl  As  - - - 1- 5.9  1  11.8 :  2  82.3  14 
(.) % of correctly predicted AS are given in bold, highest % is underlined 
Table 4 reflects in terms of percentage and in absolute terms the distribution of the given 
answers by the respondents for each specified profile (decision rule). To give some further 
interpretation to  the  percentages mentioned in  Table 4,  the figures  in bold represent the 
percentages of what should be interpreted as  "correctly predicted action states (AS)". This 
means  that,  in  these  cases,  the  answers  of the  respondents  concurred with  the  answers 
produced by the  DT.  The  other percentages  (those  not  in  bold),  if mentioned,  give  an 
indication of the spread of all deviating answers. Finally, the figures which are underlined 
represent the highest percentage. Ideally, the percentages in bold should also be underlined 
because this means that a preponderance of respondents answered what the DT would also 
conclude to be the corresponding answer. Important to note is that, in the present context, it 
is  difficult to reason in  terms  of the  "correctness"  of the  answers. It is more an issue of 
what  a  majority of the  respondents  (experts)  claim to  be  what  they  think  is  the  most 
suitable answer, given a combination of location factor evaluations. If  a strong discrepancy 
is noticed between the answers given by the respondents and the action states produced by 
the DT, then that particular rule in the DT cannot be validated and maybe the associated 
action state should be changed. In what follows, the validation results are first interpreted 
for  the  DT  as  a  whole,  and  subsequently  analyzed  in  more  detail  for  each  individual 
profile. 
Analyzed  over  all  cases  (150  in  total,  being  17  experts  evaluating  9  rules  with  3 
incomplete answers),  the head  DT  is  (only)  able  to  predict the outcome of 51  % of the 
decision rules. Compared with the results of the other three subDTs which have also been 
put to the test (not included in this  paper), this is  the least satisfactory result.  Two facts 
may be mentioned that could explain the rather "poor" result. First, the head DT, being the 
DT at  the  highest  level,  contains  the  most  abstract  location  factors  that  needed  to  be 
evaluated.  Hence, this  fact  may  have  confused the  respondent in  assessing the  decision 
rules. Second, the head DT contains five possible action states which the respondents were 
allowed to use in evaluating the selected decision rules,  while the other three subDTs all 
have only three possible action  states.  Clearly,  the  more action  states, the more  answer 
possibilities, the larger the probability of acquiring deviating answers. Nevertheless, in 6 
out of the 9 rules the highest percentage corresponded with what was also assumed to be 
the expected action state (i.e. figures in bold and underlined). 
18 If a  closer look is  taken  at  the  results  at  individual  decision  rule  level  (i.e.  per 
profile),  a  number  of interesting  elements  can  be  distinguished  and  a  more  variegated 
interpretation can  be  given  to  the  obtained validation  result.  The three best predictable 
profiles (rules) are 9 (R 1S), 1 (R1), and 5 (R ll). It is no coincidence that particularly the first 
two of these profiles are correctly assessed, given that they represent two extreme decision 
situations.  However,  this  fact  is  not  as  self-evident  as  may  seem.  Almost  equally 
satisfactory validation results have been obtained in the case when less extreme decision 
situations  were to  be evaluated  (e.g.  profiles  2 and  5).  Also,  the  predictability  of non-
compensatory  decision-making  (i.e.  profiles  7,  8  and  9  all  referring  to  R1S)  is  very 
satisfactory. The two worst results were found for profiles 4 (Rs)  and 6 (R 12). In respect to 
profile 4,  only 17.6  % of the  answers  of respondents concurred with the assumed action 
state of the DT. Instead of evaluating this particular decision rule as  "above average" (A2), 
more  than  three-quarters  of the  respondents  evaluated  it  as  "average"  (A3).  Given  this 
unsatisfactory validation result, the action state of the particular rule in the head DT should 
best be changed. It would also increase the overall predictability of the head DT to 59  %. 
The problem with  profile  6 is  not  as  much  the  predictability  of the  rule but rather  the 
spread in the given answers around the expected action state. Finally, viewed in terms of 
best and worst concordance by respondent, it can be noted three respondents scored a 7/9, 
while  two  others  obtained  only  a  2/9  score,  implying  that  for  those  two  specific 
respondents the DT was only able to predict two out of the nine action states correctly. 
8  Conclusions 
In this paper, our attention focused on the verification and validation check of KBS based 
on  DTs.  Verification refers  to  whether the  information depicted in  the  DTs  is  logically 
consistent and complete. By contrast, the process of validation relates to checking whether 
the information represented in the model is correct. While, as  a formalism, DTs have very 
strong verification supporting properties, their potentiality with respect to validation issues 
is  less straightforward (let alone existent). In respect to intra-tabular (within a single DT) 
validation, some notions of stated response design constructions have been advocated.  By 
means  of a  series  of fractional  factorial  experiments,  the  respondents  were  asked  to 
evaluate  ex post their  given  answers  and  decision  heuristics  represented  in  the  tabular 
model  structure.  The  model  was  tested used  MATISSE's  head  table.  For the  purpose  of 
validation,  all  participating  respondents  were  contacted  for  a  second  time.  In total,  19 
respondents agreed to cooperate once more; 17 useful answers were obtained. 
In  77  cases, the DT was  able to  predict the correct action state  (51 %) which may be 
considered  a  satisfactory  result  realizing  that  there  will  be  heterogeneity  in  the  expert 
opinions in the first place. Obviously, differences were found among the different decision 
rules  tested.  In  those  cases,  where  the  respondents  almost  systematically  gave  another 
answer as the DT would, suggestions were made for action state alterations. 
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22 Appendix: Addelman's basic plans 
BASIC PLAN 1: 4;  3;  27;  8 trials 
*  *  1234567 
0  a  0000000 
0  a  0001111 
1  1  0110011 
1  1  0111100 
2  2  1010101 
2  2  1011010 
3  1100110 
3  1101001 
*-1,2,3 
BASIC PLAN 2: 34; 24; 9 trials 
1234  1234 
0000  0000 
0112  0110 
0221  0001 
1011  1011 
1120  1100 
1202  1000 
2022  0000 
2101  0101 
2210  0010 
BASIC PLAN 3: 45; 35; 215;  16 trials 
12345  12345  00000  00001  11111 
*****  *****  12345  67890  12345 
00000  00000  00000  00000  00000 
01123  01121  00001  10111  01110 
02231  02211  00010  11011  10011 
03312  01112  00011  01100  11101 
10111  10111  01100  00110  11011 
11032  11012  01101  10001  10101 
12320  12120  01110  11101  01000 
13203  11201  01111  01010  00110 
20222  20222  10100  01011  01101 
21301  21101  10101  11100  00011 
22013  22011  10110  10000  11110 
23130  21110  10111  00111  10000 
30333  10111  11000  01101  10110 
31210  11210  11001  11010  11000 
32102  12102  11010  10110  00101 
33021  11021  11011  00001  01011 
1-000  2-000  3-000  4-111  5-111 
*-123  *-456  *-789  *-012  *-345 
23 BASIC PLAN 4: 73;  27;  18 trials 
1234567  1234567 
0000000  0000000 
0112111  0110111 
0221222  0001000 
1011120  1011100 
1120201  1100001 
1202012  1000010 
2022102  0000100 
2101210  0101010 
2210021  0010001 
0021011  0001011 
0100122  0100100 
0212200  0010000 
1002221  1000001 
1111002  1111000 
1220110  1000110 
2010212  0010010 
2122020  0100000 
2201101  0001101 
BASIC PLAN 5: 56; 46; 36; 26; 25 trials 
123456  123456  123456  123456 
000000  000000  000000  000000 
011234  011230  011220  011110 
022413  022013  022012  011011 
033142  033102  022102  011101 
044321  000321  000221  000111 
101111  101111  101111  101111 
112340  112300  112200  111100 
123024  123020  122020  111010 
134203  130203  120202  110101 
140432  100032  100022  100011 
202222  202222  202222  101111 
213401  213001  212001  111001 
224130  220130  220120  110110 
230314  230310  220210  110110 
241043  201003  201002  101001 
303333  303333  202222  101111 
314012  310012  210012  110011 
320241  320201  220201  110101 
331420  331020  221020  111010 
342104  302100  202100  101100 
404444  000000  000000  000000 
410123  010123  010122  010111 
421302  021302  021202  011101 
432031  032031  022021  011011 
443210  003210  002210  001110 
24 BASIC PLAN 6: 9; 8; 7; 6; 5; 4;  313; 213; 27 trials 
00000  00001  111  00000  00001  111 
*  *  *  *  *  *  12345  67890  123  12345  67890  123 
0  0  0  0  0  0  00000  00000  000  00000  00000  000 
0  0  0  0  0  0  00001  12121  212  00001  10101  010 
0  0  0  0  0  0  00002  21212  121  00000  01010  101 
1  1  1  I  1  1  01120  00111  122  01100  00111  100 
1  1  1  1  1  1  01121  12202  001  01101  10000  001 
1  1  1  1  1  1  01122  21020  210  01100  01000  010 
2  2  2  2  2  2  02210  00222  211  00010  00000  011 
2  2  2  2  2  2  02211  12010  120  00011  10010  100 
2  2  2  2  2  2  02212  21101  002  00010  01101  000 
3  3  3  3  1  I  10110  11001  III  10110  11001  111 
3  3  3  3  1  I  10111  20122  020  10111  00100  000 
3  3  3  3  1  I  10112  02210  202  10110  00010  000 
4  4  4  4  3  3  11200  11112  200  11000  11110  000 
4  4  4  4  3  3  11201  20200  112  11001  00000  110 
4  4  4  4  3  3  11202  02021  021  11000  00001  001 
5  5  5  4  3  3  12020  11220  022  10000  11000  000 
5  5  5  4  3  3  12021  20011  201  10001  00011  001 
5  5  5  4  3  3  12022  02102  110  10000  00100  110 
6  6  6  5  4  2  20220  22002  222  00000  00000  000 
6  6  6  5  4  2  20221  01120  101  00001  01100  101 
6  6  6  5  4  2  20222  10211  010  00000  10011  010 
7  7  6  5  4  2  21010  22110  011  01010  00110  011 
7  7  6  5  4  2  21011  01201  220  01011  01001  000 
7  7  6  5  4  2  21012  10022  102  01010  10000  100 
8  0  0  0  0  0  22100  22221  100  00100  00001  100 
8  0  0  0  0  0  22101  01012  012  00101  01010  010 
8  0  0  0  0  0  22102  10100  221  00100  10100  001 
*-1,2,3,4 
25 BASIC PLAN 7: 49; 39; 231 ; 32 trials 
123456789  123456789  00000  00001  11111  11112  22222  22  2233 
*********  *********  12345  67890  12345  67890  12345  67  8901 
000000000  000000000  00000  00000  00000  00000  00000  00  0000 
011231111  011211111  00001  10111  01110  01101  10110  11  0000 
022312222  022112222  00010  11011  10011  10110  11011  01  0000 
033123333  011121111  00011  01100  11101  IIOll  01101  10  0000 
10111 1032  101111012  01100  00110  11011  01100  01101  01  0011 
110320123  110120121  01101  10001  10101  00001  11011  10  0011 
123203210  121201210  01110  11101  01000  11010  10110  00  0011 
132032301  112012101  01111  01010  00110  10111  00000  11  0011 
202223102  202221102  10100  01011  01101  11001  10001  01  0101 
213012013  211012011  10101  11100  0001 I  10100  0011]  10  010] 
220131320  220111120  10110  10000  11110  01111  01010  00  0101 
23]300231  211100211  10111  00111  10000  00010  11100  II  0101 
303332130  ]01112110  11000  01101  10110  10101  11100  00  0110 
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